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Tapestry 5: Building Web ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2008
This book is a practical step-by-step tutorial for those who want to build contemporary, real-life web applications with Tapestry 5, the Apache open-source framework for creating dynamic, robust, highly scalable web applications in Java. It shows the path of least resistance, so that the reader can learn all the essential skills quickly and easily....
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Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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RESTful Web Services Cookbook: Solutions for Improving Scalability and SimplicityYahoo Press, 2010

	
		While the REST design philosophy has captured the imagination of web and enterprise developers alike, using this approach to develop real web services is no picnic. This cookbook includes more than 100 recipes to help you take advantage of REST, HTTP, and the infrastructure of the Web. You'll learn ways to design RESTful web...
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Fighting Computer Crime: A New Framework for Protecting InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	Who are the cybercriminals and what can we do to stop them? From the #1 cybercrime expert, a revolutionary new approach to . Fighting Computer Crime A top computer crime expert explains why current computer security methods fall dangerously short of the mark and what we can do to fix them. Based on his 30 years as a cybercrime fighter, during...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework Development: The Professional Guide to Programming Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2007

	Joomla! is the world's hottest open-source content management system, and the winner of the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to make your website sing. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application framework that makes it possible for thousands of...
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Presentation Zen Design: Simple Design Principles and Techniques to Enhance Your PresentationsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	In his internationally acclaimed, best-selling book Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery, presentation master Garr Reynolds gave readers the framework for planning, putting together, and delivering successful presentations. Now, he takes us further into the design realm and shows how we can apply...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Projects for Java ProgrammersPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the art of building enticing projects by unleashing the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 using Java


	About This Book

	
		Explore the small yet powerful mini computer in order to run java applications
	
		Leverage Java libraries to build exciting projects on home automation, IoT, and Robotics by...
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Getting Started with Flex 4Adobe Developer Library, 2010

	
		
			Discover what's possible with the latest version of Flash Builder and Flex. This hands-on guide helps you dive into the Adobe Flash Platform: through a series of quick step-by-step tutorials, you'll learn the process of building, debugging, and deploying a complete Rich Internet Application with Flex 4. Each...
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Developing Bots with Microsoft Bots Framework: Create Intelligent Bots using MS Bot Framework and Azure Cognitive ServicesApress, 2017

	
		Develop Intelligent Bots using Microsoft Bot framework (C# and Node.js), Visual Studio Enterprise & Code, Microsoft Azure and Cognitive Services. This book shows you how to develop great Bots, publish to Azure and register with Bot portal so that customers can connect and communicate using famous communication channels...
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Essential ASP.NET with Examples in Visual Basic .NETAddison Wesley, 2003
Essential ASP.NET with Examples in  Visual Basic .NET is the Visual Basic programmer's definitive reference  for ASP.NET through version 1.1. It provides experienced programmers with the  information needed to fully understand the technology, and is a clear guide to  using ASP.NET to build robust...
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